
Run No: 2244 

Date: 26-Dec-2021 

Venue: Dobblers Inn, 184 Sturton Street, Cambridge 

Hares:  Bastard &  
Scribe: Jetstream 

 
 
Pissing with rain, where’s the RA? The first wet hash for two years at least. Six of us 
gathered outside the Dobbers and were handed out envelopes with clues – not to be 
opened until we solved each clue and reached the next location. So, off we set … the first 
clue “St Matthew’s Piece”, isn’t that the bit of grass over there said Shiggy Two Shoes, so off 
we ran for about 200 yards down the road. En route we collected Klinger who immediately  
disappeared to collect KlingOn. On arrival at the Piece, the next clue was a more cryptic 
“Dem Bones, Den Bones”. Despite standing outside Weymans Funeral Directors, it was 
agreed that this meant a cemetery, so we set off to Mill Road Cemetery. There we scratched 
our heads for “Donkey Common”. Smeg Head (I almost wrote Crack Head!) tried to Google 
it without successes, but a lightbulb moment suggested that it was the bit of grass opposite 
the swimming baths. From there, it was On-On again to the “Reality Check Point”, a regular 
check on nearly every Cantabrigensis run. Despite being born in Cambridge, each clue 
taught LegOver places that he’d never heard of.  
 
Next we made our way to “Princess Di Memorial Gardens”, although this involved a detour 
for a piss stop for Unmentionable. Nobody had a 20p coin so it was fortunate that a local 
drug addict had left the door unlocked. The sixth clue was “B@stard’s Flat” where we were 
welcomed with a tot or three of Famous Grouse. Slight confusion as clue 7 and 8 for the 
runners should have been visited prior to clue 6. The apparent discrepancy was explained by 
B@stard, who pointed out that they were in a different colour so it should have been 
obvious?! Leaving Shiggy Two Shoes and LegOver to run up Castle Mound and thence to 
Jesus Green, the rest of the pack followed Benghazi straight back to the Dobblers. No run 
fees, no circle, but a very pleasant way to spend Boxing Day morning. Thanks B@stard for a 
fun alternative hash. 
 
On-On to 2022! Jetstream 


